Ollin™ Monitor Arms

Easy Support for
Many Devices

Ollin Monitor Arms

Designed by Colebrook Bosson Saunders
As technology advances, devices become lighter and more compact.
With the Ollin Monitor Arm, you can support a range of monitors
and laptops of various weights. The arm has a wide range of motion,

allowing you to position screens wherever makes you most comfortable,
encouraging a healthier posture whether you’re sitting or standing.

Easy Support for the Lightest Devices
Ollin can support a range of monitors and laptops weighing
up to 20 pounds. You won’t need any tools to adjust the arm
because it has an integrated thumbwheel adjuster, making it
a hassle-free solution for screens of various weights.

Ollin is powered by a technical cord that offers smooth, dynamic movement and makes it possible to support the
lightest devices. The weight gauge lets you set the optimal tension to provide stable support.

Adjustable for Many Needs
With Ollin’s wide range of motion—horizontally 26.5 inches and vertically
13.5 inches—you can position your screen at a comfortable spot based
on where you’re sitting or standing, bringing the monitor to you and not
the other way around. Ollin’s tilt range, up to 80 degrees rearward and
10 degrees forward, prevents your neck from craning and your shoulders
from hunching—creating a healthier posture that can lead to increased
productivity. The range of motion and tilt range are also ideal for touch
screens and helpful for those with progressive lenses.

Whether the task at hand calls for a landscape or portrait view, you can
rotate the position of your device accordingly. The monitor arm’s smooth
articulation and responsive movement provides fingertip screen control
for an effortless experience.

Power Incorporated

One Arm, Multiple Configurations

Ollin’s threepoint cable management system helps avoid
clutter and keep cables organized. With the addition of the
Flo Power Hub, you can use three convenient USB ports,
including one designed speci.cally for fast charging, for easy,
convenient power within arm’s reach.

Ollin is easy to customize and adapt as work styles shift.
You can attach a dual-screen mount to the main arm to
enable moving two monitors horizontally and vertically,
or tilting in tandem. The dual setup supports monitors up
to 27 inches and weighing as much as eight pounds each.
Accommodating two monitors with one arm maximizes the
work surface and simplifies the equipment needed to create
a comfortable visual experience.

®

Specifications
Ollin

Ollin Dual

Vertical adjustment: 13.5"

Vertical adjustment: 13.5"

Focal adjustment: 26.5"

Focal adjustment: 26.5"

Tilt range: 80° rearward, 10° forward

Tilt range: 80° rearward, 10° forward

Monitor weight: up to 20 lbs

Monitor weight: up to 8 lbs each

Number of devices: 1 device

Number of devices: 2 devices

Materials
Finish

White

Silver

Black

Ollin

Ollin Dual

1 Monitor

2 Monitors

1 Laptop

For more information, please visit crestline.co.nz.

